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M i r o .
'
1 8 9 3 - 1 9 7 0
If the interplay of lines and colors does not expose the
inner drama of die creator, then it is nothing more than
bourgeois entertainment. The forms expressed by an
individual who is part of a society must reveal the
movement of a soul trying to escape the reality of the
present, which is particularly ignoble today, in order to
approach new realities, to offer men and women the
possibility of rising above the present.
w I e d g m e n t
I would like to use this opportunity to thank all my
advisers who helped me to complete this project. Special
thanks to my dear husband, Mayer Dubinsky who
sacrifices a lot in order for me to complete my goal and
dream, and my father who also made this possible.
I have been fortunate to grow up in a multi-cultural
environment. This experience has taught me to respect
the differences of each culture and to be tolerant. I
learned to adjust my behavior and communication skills
accordingly. Because of this, I have developed a
fascination for global communication.
Today the Information Super Highway brings us even
closer than ever. The need for designers to break the
cultural barriers and communicate with other cultures has
become increasingly important.
Graphic designers use words and images to elicit
meanings or messages. The use of semiotic principles to
deconstruct designs helps designers to understand the
power behind words and images. This enables designers
to become more effective communicators.
"Semiotics is the study of the ways in which all these
systems of signs function and evolve, relate to meaning,
serve and transform their users, can be improved to fulfill




I am, therefore, motivated to investigate cross-cultural
communication using semiotics for my thesis project.
The study of semiotics was introduced during my first
year graphic design seminar. I knew then that I wanted to
use semiotics for my thesis project. I began to think about
the thesis project while working in New York City during
the summer of 1993, I corresponded with Dr. Richard
Zakia because I was quite concerned about choosing the
right thesis topic for myself. Dr. Zakia specializes in
Semiotic principles. He was guest lecturer at the graphic
design seminar. I considered writing to him for some
inspiration and direction. I also invited Dr. Zakia to be
my thesis adviser.
The ideas for my thesis project began to formulate. Once
the thesis topic, "A Semiotic Approach to the Design
Integration ofWord Imagery and Picture for Different
Cultures''
was decided, I begin to plan the procedure for
the thesis project.
The thesis planning started at Fall quarter. I introduced
my thesis topic to my chief adviser: Roger Remington.
Professor Remington suggested that I needed to shorten
the topic and begin the thesis planning and proposal. The
procedure includes: Thesis Proposal, documentation of
need, project description, mission statement, goals,
objectives, processes and strategies, time and
implementation plan, evaluation plan, bibliography,
glossary of terms, and appendix (Appendix 1.) This
helped me tremendously in terms of clarifying my thesis
project. I also began to research information that related
to semiotics, visual theories, and cross-cultural
communication (Appendix 4.)
The evolution of the thesis topic as well as the thesis itself
progressed during three committee meetings throughout
the Fall andWinter quarters.
Professor John Ciampa was the third member of this
committee. I was aware of his knowledge in multi-media
and communication theory.
When I proposed my thesis project idea during the first
meeting, the main concern was the topic; it was too
ambitious for one year thesis project. It was therefore
suggested that I needed to narrow it down and be more
realistic in terms of the project. We have decided that I
should approach semiotic principles and cross-cultural
issues from a graphic designer point of views and create
an interactive multi -media application. The purpose of
the application would be educational as well as
entertaining. My materials and investigation of cross-
cultural issues should be incorporated into the
application. The presented information should be clear
and not overwhelming to the audience. The topic was
then altered from
"
A Semiotic Approach to the Design of






The full development of the applications for the Thesis
Show started in the Winter quarter, it was determined
that the best presentation for my thesis was an interactive
multi-media project allowing the audience to participate
and be drawn in by the viewing process. I began the
process of developing a prototype of the project in order
to show the committee members. I had the prototype of
my thesis application by the second thesis meeting. The
suggestions and feedback were very helpful in terms of
guiding me to complete a successful interactive
application (Appendix 3.)
Producing and designing an interactive multi-media
project is a difficult task because of the complexity and
involving all skills. I started to create sketches for the
application (Appendix 2.) I practiced my Hyper language
during the creation of the prototype. The disadvantage of
presenting the project in an interactive format is the
amount of the texts that can be show on the screen.
However, the advantage of multi-media project is the
sound dimension. All the texts that incorporated my own
writing and research ideas, would be recorded into sound
tracks. I collected some design examples, and images in
order to scan them as part of the visual references. I then
organized the project putting everything together
according the hierarchy of the project.
The process of creating the interactive application
included the design of HyperCard stack, Hyper scripting,
producing the copy for sound tracks, scanning images,
and inputting picture and sound resources. I used
HyperCard 2.2 and ADDmotionll to produce the project.
The whole interactive project divides into four major
sections: The Opening, Cross-Cultural Communication,
Cross-Cultural Comparison, and Semiotics. The opening
stack has the title of the opening, animation, menu, and
bibliography. I used Photoshop 2.5 to create the opening
image for my application. The concept is to express the
theme of my thesis project. I wanted the opening image
to trigger the audience's desire for viewmy project.
The animation is to point out the importance and concept
of signs. Neil Diamond is the artist of both music and
lyrics. The menu area functions as a navigator that allows
viewers to go to other parts of project. Finally, the
bibliography card contains the list of books that
contributed to my thesis idea.
The cross- culture stack contains cultural issues,
information and cross-cultural research. Legibility of the
screen text is problematic with especially large amounts of
small texts on the computer screen. Therefore, sound
became a very important factor. I asked my husband to
read the sound tracks for my project because he has a
wonderful voice and is a broadcast professional. I began
to exam some important factors that contribute to cross-
cultural communication.
After a period of research, I found these factors to be
language, image, design, theme, and religious differences.
The major aspect of cross-cultural communication is the
marketing strategy that compares the differences between
universal marketing and local marketing. I incorporated
some research materials into this section. My reason was
to point out that we need to be aware of the existence of
such studies.
The third part of the project uses semiotic principles to
compare the works by American and Japanese graphic
designers in order to see the differences and similarities
between one another. I chose only two cultures because
of the limitation of time and the size of the project.
However, the end result of this study is beneficial to
cross-cultural design and thinking. Semiotics help to
analyze the underlying messages of each work. I selected
five pairs of design that represented Japan and America.
Each pair has a distinguishable theme. The themes are
humor, sophistication, androgyny, sensuality, and the
exotic. The comparison uses semiotic matrix for
deconstructing the designs.
The last section introduces semiotics principles. This
stack includes the meaning and the purpose of semiotic,
semiotic triad, interpretant matrix, and semiotic
operation which are addition, subtraction, substitution
and shifting. I use this section to teach people the
fundamental concepts about semiotic principles, my
purpose is to use this opportunity to study and apply
semiotics from a graphic designer's perspective.
This thesis project caused me a lot of frustration because
of the complexity of the topic. However, I am very glad
that I have chosen a topic that I care about and have been
curious about all my life. I am very happywith the results
as well as the products that I produced. I have learned
about semiotic principles and practices used to analyze
designs according to principles. The cross-cultural
investigation satisfied my curiosity about international
and global markets. I believe two year at graduate school
and this final thesis project has given me a clear direction
to the future.
Special thanks to Roger Remington, Dr. Richard Zakia,
and John Ciampa who gave me a lot of good suggestions
and help during the making of the thesis project.
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Aesthetics It is the overall of an image which takes in to
consideration all formal, visual principles of color,
composition, meaning, and purpose.
Analysis Step in problem solving process in which designer reviews
information and materials, making careful analysis of
data, prior to problem definition.
Application Application refers to the process and form directed to a
graphic design image made for a specific purpose. A
poster is an application in graphic design.
Art The quality, production, expression, or realm of what is
beautiful or ofmore than ordinary significance.
Audience Audience refers to the receivers of the graphic design
image. This may be either individuals or groups to which
the message is directed.
Closure A Gestalt principle which means that communication is
enhanced with forms that are
"closed"
or visible as a
"closed
unit."





Cognitive refers to the perceptual aspects of form.
The purpose of graphic design is to facilitate messages
and meaning for a purpose. This is communication.
The layout or arrangement of elements within a format.
It may be either formal (symmetrical) or informal
(asymmetrical). An organization methods must be used
in determining how the composition works in
communicating message.
Concept The idea which undergirds a design image and provides
direction for its development and functioning.
Content The substance of the message involved in a graphic design
image. Content refers to the specific information that is
communicated by the form.
Context The environment in which form is created. It may be
positional (left or right), time - oriented (past or present),
or sequential in other ways. The consideration given to
context is a useful means of seeing conceptual
relationships in form development.
Element The parts, components or variables of form within a
format.
Evaluation The most basic purpose of all graphic design
methodology is to develop the knowledge, skills and
sensitivity to be able to decide yes or no, in or out in any
form or problem - solving situation.
form
Gestalt
A visually perceived existence.
A series of perceptual laws that were identified by several
German psychologists in the early 1900's. A working
knowledge of these "organizational or
grouping''
laws
allow the graphic designers to create form that takes into
allowance the physiological ways that human beings
perceive.
Graphic Design Imagery which, in an ideal sense, exemplifies a balance
between aesthetics and information.
High Imagery words A list of proverbs and images as to the ease with which
they arouse visual images.
Implication Refers to the process bywhich the form is conceptualized,
developed, constructed and refined.
Image Refers to a step in the problem solving process in which
Development the design begins actual work on the project according to
a project definition and plan.
Interpretant The process of interpretation, it refers to the audience in
some causes.
Message The intended communication outcome ofmeaning to an
audience.
Perceptual Perceptual refers to form which is based on cognitive
consideration such as the Gestalt principles.
Pragmatics Pertaining to the needs of graphic design such as printing,
budget, resources, etc.
Process The method of operations in the production of graphic
design.
Psychology The science of the human brain and any of its aspects,
operations, functions.
Representamen Developing a visual reference (product) according to the
designer's intellectual interpretation.
Semiotics The theory of semiotics describes the process of how
people represent and interpret information, and helps
identify logical relations of parts tiiat interest in forming
meaning. Semiotics is also known as "sign
theory."
Statement A verbal means ofmaking reference to a form message or
its components created by a graphic designer.
Theory A set ofgeneralizations related by a net ofdeductive
thinking and arrived at by stages ofdiscovery, verification
and comparison.
Typeface Typeface refers to an alphabet that exists for visual
communication. Helvetica, Universe and Standard are all
sans serif typeface.
1. Thesis Proposal and Plan
2. Drafts
3. Sketch/Development
4. Fall Quarter (research material)
5.Winter Quarter (researchmaterial)
Thesis Proposal and Plan
Graphic design utilizes both words and pictures and
addresses different cultures. The purpose of this thesis is
to investigate the power of words and images and to
closely compare some Japanese and American, designs
using semiotic principles. The end result of this will help
designers break the cultural gap and create universal
design work.
I will search for visual examples from the two cultures
and use semiotic principles to study the meaning behind
the words and images. The thesis will include graphic
design application such as interactive media and posters.
Rochester Institute of Technology
A Thesis Project Plan Submitted to the Faculty of
The College of Imaging Arts and Science in
Candidacy for the Degree of











Documentation of Need or Situation
Analysis
(Including initial assumptions and
importance of study to the designer, to
the discipline, and to the society)
Problem Statement or Project
Description







(Methodology for gathering info, for
analyzing info, for generating solutions
and evaluation)






Sign Theory and the Design of




141 West Squire Dr. #4
Rochester, NY 14623
Documentation of Need
A designer's ability to integrate word
statements and visual images into a single
visual reference is essential. The use of
sign theory and the realization of the
potential power behind words and images
can help graphic designers become more
effective communicators.
Problem Description
Graphic designers need to know about the
art and science of communications due in
part to the rapidly advancing computer
software available for design layout. Sign
theory (semiotics), the study and science of
signs provides an important communication
tool for the designer. It incorporates many
of the codes designers must use to
communicate: perceptual codes, aesthetic
codes, culture codes, codes of unconscious,
and so on. Designers must also become
more knowledgeable about the cross-
cultural communication in creating
meaningful and persuasive signs for various
cultures.
Mission Statement
This thesis is a sign theory application that
will facilitate the integration of words and
images into a unified cross-cultural
statement. Till the end, this will make
graphic designers more effective in
communicating to international markets.
Objectives Process and Strategies
To provide an environment
for using graphic design in a Given a project, be able to recognize the
cross-culture manner cultural codes shared by different group of
Use ,nree characteristics of
people semiotics become familiar with
various cultural codes.
Given a company, be able to critically
examine its international marketing
strategies.
Given a project, be able to create a design





Use the result and summary of
research study in the design.
To examine the typography
treatment as part of
message making process
Given a body of copy, be able to identify the
intended message and discuss the
individual functionality of the type.
Identify the purpose of the type
in order to select right kind of
typeface for the copy.
Given a list of words, be able to arrange
them according to their emotional context. Use typographic variable to
arrange the order of the words.
To produce applications
according to the theory
Given a word, be able to translate the letter
forms for specific purpose.
Given a list of theories, be able to design
several visual references that demonstrate
the research of the thesis project.
Presentation of the letter form:
classic and elegant, sculptural
letter form or with motion.
Create actual applications that
are publication design and
interactive reference tool.
Based on research, be able to develop an
interactive application.
To evaluate the theme of the
thesis project
Computer graphics will be used
to combine words, picture and
typography into an appropriate
representamen based on
pragmatics.
Given the design, be able to measure the
percentage of success of the message to its Have people from various
intended audience. cultural backgrounds to critique
Implement a survey to show the
effectiveness of the project and information
Conduct a survey by giving out
the questionnaires.
To establish the use of sign
theory in graphic design
[Objectives - Process and Strategies
Given a situation, be able to evaluate three
distinct relationships that constitute the




Use the triangle diagram:
Object, representamen,
interpretant, to show how signs
function.
Given a visual reference, be able to
recognize the ways in which a visual
reference is represented.
Given a list of semiotic codes, be able to
identify several factors which can aid the
interpretant in identifying the intended
messages.
Create interpretant matrix to
identify iconic, indexic and
symbolic elements from a
visual reference.
Identify the intended message
according to perceptual codes,
aesthetic codes, culture codes,
code of unconscious, and so
on.
To research and analyze sign
theory and visual perception Given tne theory, be able to gather
in graphic design information related to visual perception.
Gather examples of visual
perception theories that include
Gestalt laws and other
perceptual principles.
In a literature search, be able to find
imagery statements from various
disciplines.
To explore the potential of
the use of high imagery
words or statements to
reinforce intended messages
|f) fl research studyj be ab|e to find word
statements that are high imagery.
Find existing statements from
the field of philosophy, design,
science, art, and psychology.
Collect a list of word statements
that are high imagery.
Given a list of high imagery words, be able
to create a unifying theme between words
and images.
Use both high imagery words
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Given a situation, be able to evaluate three *Content Analysis
distinct relationships that constitute the sign.
Given a visual reference, be able to
recognize the ways in which a visual
reference is represented.
'Content Analysis
Given a list of semiotic codes, be able to
identify several factors which can aid the
interpretant in identifying the intended
messages.
'Content Analysis
Given the theory, be able to gather
information related to visual perception.
'Unobtrusive Measure
In a literature search, be able to find
imagery statements from various disciplines.
'Unobtrusive Measure
In a research study, be able to find word
statements that are high imagery.
'Semantic Differential
Given a list of high imagery words, be able
to create a unifying theme between words
and images.
'Questionnaire
Given a project, be able to recognize the
cultural codes shared by different group of
people.
'Interview
Given a company, be able to critically




Given a project, be able to create a design
that is focused on global marketing scale.
'Semantic Differential
Given a body of copy, be able to identify the 'Semantic Differential
intended message and discuss the
individual functionality of the type.
Given a list of words, be able to arrange
them according to their emotional context.
'Semantic Differential
Given a word, be able to translate the letter 'Semantic Differential
forms for specific purpose.
Given a list of theories, be able to design
several visual references that demonstrate
the research of the thesis project.
'Questionnaire
Based on research, be able to develop an
interactive application.
'Interview
Given the design, be able to measure the 'Semantic Differential
percentage of success of the message to its
intended audience.
Implement a survey to show the 'Questionnaire
effectiveness of the project and information
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It is the overall of an image which takes in to
consideration all formal, visual principles of
color, composition, meaning, and purpose.
Step in problem solving process in which
designer reviews information and materials,
making careful analysis of data, prior to
problem definition.
Application refers to the process and form
directed to a graphic design image made for a
specific purpose. A poster is an application in
graphic design.
The quality, production, expression, or realm of
what is beautiful or ofmore than ordinary
significance.
Audience refers to the receivers of the graphic
design image. This may be either individuals or
groups to which the message is directed.
A Gestalt principle which means that
communication is enhanced with forms that are
"closed"
or visible as a "closed
unit."
This
closure may be implied and need not be
physically realized.
Cognitive refers to the perceptual aspects of
form.
Communication The purpose of graphic design is to facilitate





The layout or arrangement of elements within a
format. It may be either formal (symmetrical)
or informal (asymmetrical). An organization
methods must be used in determining how the
composition works in communicating message.
The idea which undergirds a design image and
provides direction for its development and
functioning.
The substance of the message involved in a
graphic design image. Content refers to the
specific information that is communicated by
the form.
Context The environment in which form is created. It
may be positional (left or right), time
- oriented
(past or present), or sequential in other ways.
The consideration given to context is ,a useful













The parts, components or variables of form
within a format.
The most basic purpose of all graphic design
methodology is to develop the knowledge, skills
and sensitivity to be able to decide yes or no, in




A visually perceived existence.
A series of perceptual laws that were identified
by several German psychologists in the early




graphic designers to create form that takes into
allowance the physiological ways that human
beings perceive.
Imagery which, in an ideal sense, exemplifies a
balance between aesthetics and information.
A list of proverbs and images as to the ease
with which they arouse visual images.
Refers to the process by which the form is
conceptualized, developed, constructed and
refined.
Refers to a step in the problem solving process
in which the design begins actual work on the
project according to a project definition and
plan.
The process of interpretation, it refers to the







The intended communication outcome of
meaning to an audience.
Perceptual refers to form which is based on
cognitive consideration such as the Gestalt
principles.
Pertaining to the needs of graphic design such
as printing, budget, resources, etc.
The method of operations in the production of
graphic design.
The science of the human brain and any of its
aspects, operations, functions.
Developing a visual reference (product)
according to the designer's intellectual
interpretation.
Semiotics The theory of semiotics describes the process
of how people represent and interpret
information, and helps identify logical relations
of parts that interest in forming meaning.
Semiotics is also known as "sign
theory."
Statement A verbal means ofmaking reference to a form
message or its components created by a
graphic designer.
Theory A set of generalizations related by a net of
deductive thinking and arrived at by stages of
discovery, verification and comparison.
Typeface Typeface refers to an alphabet that exists for
visual communication. Helvetica, Universe and
Standard are all sans serif typeface.
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Graphic Design thesis proposal
Lingya Dubinsky
Thesis Title:
A Semiotic Approach to the Publication of Wordy Images Relevant to Graphic Design
Criteria for Thesis: *
History:
How has semiotics been used in graphic design?
Theory:




Creation of publication, promotional poster, and interactive media.
Research:
"Media that presently on the market.
Artists media.
Collecting relevant word images.
investigating the psychological impact of how word images have effect on people.
Interview people who are relevant to the project.
Critical thinking:
Connecting semiotic theory and methodology to the design, production, promotion of
the project.
Innovation:
Combining words and images and using artifacts in order to present the word images
in form that represents the beauty, inspiration, insight of the content.
Evaluation:
based on stated objective evaluation that consist of




Graphic Design thesis Components of a project Proposal
Lingya Dubinsky I
Chief Adviser: Roger Remington \
e
Title: A Semiotic Approach to the Design of/Word Imagery and Picturesjfor Cross-Culture
Mission
graphic designers will need to knoiw iiiuTTj about the art and
Science of communications due fen part to thelrapidly advancing computer
software available for design layout. Semiotics, the study and science of
signs^rgpil^ntnnjer)) provides an important communication tool for the
designer TTThcorporates many of the codes designers must use to
communicate:/ perceptual codes, aesthetic codes, culture codes, codes of
unconscious, and so on.
' Designers must also become more*
knowledgeabfe about the use of high-imagery words and,,typography in^
creating meaningful and persuasive signs.
<>16^ Tyf^om^
objective Process
To use semiotic principles in
the design of a representamen
that unifies pictures, words
and typography and that is
meaningful across cultures.
A rP = Wfr
To use semiotics to create an
integrated word-picture
repres entamen that communicates








-TA-literature search will be undertaken to
find high-imagery statements made by
people in various disciplines; graphic
design, literature, philosophy, art,
science.
A generative matrix will be constructed
to suggest iconic, indexic and symbolic
elements to be used in creating a
picture that visually presents the word
image. ^
Typography will be selected, or lettering
designed, to echo the word-image
statement.
Computer graphics will be used to
combine words, pictures and
typography into an appropriate
representamen based on pragmatics




Chief Adviser: Roger Remington
Lingya Dubinsky
Project Title: A Semiotic Approach to the design ofWord Imagery and pictures for Cross-Culture
Documentation of Need: A designer's ability to integrate word statements and
"/"*?
organize visual images into a single (j^ta^^^^^n'is very
important.rThe use ofsemiotics)and realization of the
potential power behind word imagery can help graphic
designers^ become more effective communicators.
Problem Description: Gaod visual communication depends on the use of words
and images. The ability to use them together .e&ateely in
a given two dimensional space is a creative challenge. My
thesis projectwill involve the investigation of research
(that will support ihe fdcf^hat some words^high imagery
words-
are better at arousing visual images than others.
A
This research suggests that designers can use high imagery
words or statements to create a powerful supporting visual
reference. Word imagery can be enhanced by the choice
and design of the typography. This thesis projecTuse
semiotics to design statements that will unify words, images
and typography into a powerful representamen.
Rochester Institute of Technology
Thesis proposal for the Master of Fine Rrts Degree
College of Imaging Science
A Semiotic Approach to the design r^ntjft/ijTjTfrrV of Word Imagery and Pictures J# P ^0-
oft fV5e^:oh'c A-pfmad -fz -rU
detc^n fa\ev*)r*h'**\ <4~
C








Thesis proposal for the Master of Fine Arts Degree
College of Imaging Arts and Science





A Semiotic Approach to the design ofWord Imagery and Pictures for Different Cultures
./
me purpose of the this thesis is to investigate the power of words to elicit images. Words can be, and have
been, researched and studied in terms of their level of abstraction, concreteness and imagery. Familiar say
ing are a rich source of words that have high imagery, i.e. word imagery.
v
I will search for statements from various cultures that are of high word imagery/and use semiotic principles to
incorporate them with complementary visual images. /Graphic design utilizes both words and pictures and
iddresses different cultures. Selection and usage of high imagery words can strengthen the design mes
sage and reinforce it by creative redundancy.
&D
"MXi'P/'yC
-" i '- IPC CUDP a /far ir-'%/
A
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Thesis proposal for theMaster of Fine Arts Degree
College of Imaging Arts and Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
-ArSemioHcApproach W the design TifWord Imagery and Pictures for Ciuss-Cullwe
Graphic design utilizes both words and pictures and addresses different culture. The purpose of the this thesis Is to Investigate the
power of words
' ilir'
images. Words can be, and have been, researched and studied in terms of their level of abstraction,
concreteness and suggested imager/. Familiar saying are a rich source of words that have high imagery, i.e, word imagery:
word imagery is the use of certain words to elicit images in visual memory. Some words are of high imagery such asWoman,
and others of low imagery such as Philosophy. Poets use combination of high imagery to construct the visual images. The under
standing of this will help designers to break the
cultures"
gap and create universal design work.
I will search for fWSBHiwJrom various cultures that gw f mr^\ OJhhl IniHgmyrinH u.se semiotic principles to irrcuipuiufe Ihem
with complementary visual images. Selection and usage of high imagerywords can strengthen the design message and rein
force it by creative redundancy.
The thesis will include graphic design applications such as jiyMaaliuu^uJlHisSffjl interactive media.
Sketch Development
Thesis Project
The First Thesis meeting
Winter 1993
Lingya Dubinsky/ Graphic Design
^XXX{l^T)^-\j I
The Committee Members: Roger Remington, Richard Zakia, John Ciampa
I will closely ejtaraiW^nd compare contemporary graphic design (1970-1990) in Japan and USA. I think
it is very important to study elements: typography, graphic, and images that are in design as a whole in
each culture. After the examining^and comparing works, I will integrate the characteristic of both
Japanese and American design that influences the modern cross-cultural application. The applications
may include existing pieces as well as several design that I will create according cross-cultural refer
ences.
Contemporary Graphic Design(1970 - 1990)
Elements: Typography, Graphics and Images.
Q: What is Signified?














Q: What is being signified in the poster?
A: POWER.

















































































































Stack Opening (animation and title)


































































Symbolic refers to the abstract convention that
everyone agrees upon, used to represent object
or meaning.
Representamen:
Representamen is to develop a visual reference What is a sign?
(product) according to the designer's intellectual A sign is a conventional mark, figure^or symbol
interpretation. used as an abbreviation for the word or words it
Interpretant:
Interpretant is the process of interpretation, it
refers to the audience in some oaucea.
Object:
Object is the product or idea 4ke*> being repre
sented by the designer.
Iconic:




Ihdexic refers to imprints or clues that left behind
W \v;




For example, according the three identifiers(
three iway of sending out messages)
- iconic,
indexic, and symbolic. In this Japanese exhibi
tion poster, the iconic is the right hand, the
indexic is the five fingers pointing up, and the
symbolic is the five letters on top of fingers:
H.A.A.T.H.
!-'<?, 6
another. The development of multinational com





A^interpretant matrix is a methocU6 analyze a
representamen by^ttsmg-fTgrid system.
The construction of the matrix:
The three identifiers (iconic, indexic.symbolic)
are placed in the vertical column of the interpre
tant matrix. In the horizontal rows are the
cultural communication is increasingly important
among the people. The difficulty of communica
tion to people of diverse cultures and nations is
a creative challenges in marketing today. The
only solution to the problems is to closely exam
ining the background of each nation. In this par
ticular study, I focus on two nations: United
[fiords
intended meaning. The descriptors that probe States of America and Japan, the wisid most
the intended meaning are often more than one. economk^fluential countries
Assign categories ol jneaningS*
At the following example, The descriptors that *Sound track here!
probe the intended meaning are humor, sensual, Language:
and exotic.
Semiotic operation:
Addition, subtraction, substitution and shifting
Language is the roots of every culture. The
western language^Latin, Greek, Hebrew.etc) are
phonetic; they record the sound values. These
systems are based on the fewest possible con-
are the four operations to, change the meaning trasting shapes, usually geometric in origin, all
(semantic) of a design (syntax). occupying roughly similar spaces. The strong
contrasts inherent in their shapes, sizes, and
Cross-Cultural introduction: stroke directions have yielded a vigorous callig-






The Chinese system and its derivatives are sym
bolic rather than phonetic, though in Japanese a
parallel phonetic system has been added. As in
Western alphabets, the characters generally
occupy similar spaces, (fetetTfhere are vastly dif
ferent stroke counts and stroke directions* tern
characteritttioflJaavo contributAhedevel-
considered^-a symbol of the social and
religious significance of an individual rather than
a record of his actual appearance. In
the thirteenth century, Japan changed toward a
more realistic interpretation of the subject^gjafl
brought about this radical innovation in
opment of important calligraphic traditions. The European tradition
number of characters in these systems is very
high and therefore more difficult to learn; con
trasts between them must be identified at a
more subtle level than in Western writing.
Image: ^'^l7
In the Western worlcVa/philosophical and social
point of view that stressed the importance of the
Religion:
The West is dominated b^BeJChristianand the
iti
influenceion the needs, motives, and underlying
drives in consumer behavior. The cultural val-
ues and norms aid basedYeligious perspective.
individual rather than the universal. Toward the It is^tfie foundatioVtforce behind all cultures.
end of the thirteefi century the philosophical and Therefore, any marketing idea that contradicts
social climate in Europe was appropriate for the beliefs and values will annoy and even
such a development of portraiture w&rSfl empha- upset, rather than arouse and please, the view-
f-/
sis on the experience of reality. Alsofevival of er.
the concept of fame as an inheritance from
antique played its part in the development of the
portrait as a real likeness. In the classic periods
tV
Theme:
coming from different back-
O X '
of Chinese and Japanese art ipOrtraifwas,^^!^ ground^and culture') we-can-alwaya find a com-
MM"'
tah^purpose. show the intended
ascertain values and themes iSil wnnilHrj tn word or image is fe^g caj^fully^chosen
^f=ef-
expressjth rough SPcommunication. They are
universally understood. The examples that are
created by American designer and Japanese
designer try to deliver the message : PEACE.
Design:
message, ^esarg semiotic interpretant matrix
can
analyze the intended message of each work.
As a result, designers Can learn from this and
become ^effective communicators.
Japanese graphic design is now at its peak.
-\MUpi
This is largely due to fj to win
the increasingly fierce competition in internation
al market. A.M. Cassandore said:
"
A poster is a
visual telegram. IXJapanese^sUmmarize the con
tents and communicate them immediately.
Japanese posters follow the same principle but
w&a different impression. The elements of
design in Japan are the integration of West and
East. They understands keep the uniqueness
and sensitivity of their own culture and at the
same time learning from other in order to com
pete and to be accepted I
Type and Image as a sign:
Typography, graphic elements, and image
con-
struct -a^sigteCvisual reference-; poster). Every
Comparison:
Don Weller is the designer, Art director and
Artist of this poster. The writer is Dan Gessner.
The Weller Institute for the Cure of Design, Inc.,
Los Angels, California.is the agency and the
publisher is Gralen Gallery. This poster ha%'o~s
comic, and absurd quality thafjeo^eaf-aroese-
nctSH^^*h-from stylistic and conceptual pointof
view. Tbe-h^mert^the^ats^ .
"Izstt. The ^xpieseief^otthe. eats is indexic. The
\i^
use of colors and the words: Bobcat Sledding is
symbolic.
This is a 1982 movie poster entitled WEEKEND
SHUFFLE for the Joy Pack Film production com
pany by Japanese designer/illustrator/art direc-





traitiWa comic or even absurd expression), The
iconic is the characters in the poster. The index-
{!/ hi &
ic is the use of surrealism 4fl?pest^c5r intensify
the humor. The symbolic refers to the colors
WffilmW1'
that are bright and comic like.
v Jeff Barnes, Chicago graphic designei
designed a series of poster that asked "What if...
"
for Kieffer-Nolde, Inc. to create an advertising
campaign. The iconic of sophistication is the
well dressed female with an elegant gesture.
The Indexic is the placement of the hands and
the direct eye contact. The symbolic is the color.
y The Kimono poster of 1986, designed/art direct
ing by Kuni Kizawa is a good example of show
ing type of sophistication that Japanese culture
appreciates. The Iconic is the female figure who
are dressed in the beautiful yet elegant tradition
al dress:Kimono. the indexic is the way that
she looks away instead of direct eye contact.





This particular poster is designed in 1967 for the
17th international Design Conference in Aspen
by Robert Miles Runyan. The poster refers to all
nationalities and all sex by having androgynous
figure that has many different newsprint from all
over the world. The iconic is the non sexual ref
erence doll. The indexic is the lighting on the
figure. One side is darker than the other. It rep
resents female and male. The symbolic is the
colors or each side is represent different sex.
!)The Seibu Department Stores in Japan created
this poster in 1980 for the Italian Fashion
Designers Show in Toyko. The iconic is two
human figures both look androgynous. The ges
ture of the left figure presents the passive and
feminine quality, yet the physical appearance
shows a lot of male characteristics. The pale
























This is one of the ad that won the Gold
Award in 1 985. The art director / design
er is Mary Baumann and Michael O'neal
is the photographer. This ad is empha-
"
sizing the sensuality of women wearing
/*tWu cS
-X^fy^bbfo-'fr
, high heelsi +k@ undeniable sexiness&
showing tfie^age^ofNcTlongated leq with
^!
fe^^#A- -- = - ^
yellow high heefjrThe iconic is the -leg
-
afld hell, indexic is the composition of the
image: the shoes half showing and half
hiding behind the red fabric with strong
contrast lighting, and the-symbolic is the-
krjghteotosf ^(fV'i viw\ ( rvv .
Shisedo is the largest cosmetic company
) in Japan. The quality of their advertising
is the best. Every image that they adver
tised is exactly what people in Japan
wanted to see.Cs!$sensual and mysteri
ous feelings-a^Sferremphasized
through the endorsement of the
products^ '
\
TTTisirosTeTfsart directed by Makoto
Nakamura and designed by Noriaki
Yokosuka. It is the promotion poster for a
perfume called "Zen". /The iconic is the
women who seems so sensuous-teet
mysterious at the same time, the indexic
is the red scanMR-frerrnouse. the sym











giving the viewers a very clearly mes
sage: flying to Bali.by PanAm airline.
Ivan Chermayeff and Thomas Geismar
designed this promotional poster for
Panam air line. . The iconic is the imaqe
of the fi*^fg country and environment.
the indexic is the pattern of the rice faddy
anr/the symbolic is the wor<__. _
Bali. "' o f\w\ii/U< "^v, -flwq, J3*^*^-
-Sc
c-
Parco is one of the hippest department
stories in Japan. They often use^eppg
faces or landscapes for their posters.
The idea is to express the contemporary
or modern and cross-cultural environment
for Japanese to see. This concept works
very well especially with younger genera
tion. The iconic is the American girl. The
indexic is the way she dresses suggested













Signs (A song by Neil Daimond)
vy
Signs that burn like shooting stars
^r3
\ that flash across the nightime skies^juvf \y
they reach out in their mystic language ->
for us to read between the lines. -7 &-^
.
Some are born who would defy them,
others still who would deny them. VoS
Signs like moments hung suspended,
echoes just beneath the heart. *,t
They speak in voices half-remembered
and half-remembered play their part.
Signs that come as we lay sleeping,
,
left behind for our keeping.
Signs o\X)
Saifalong... Sail along the , Jp-V
reefs and coves, inside ^Y
'
srifX
your soul. Sail along...
"Z"
Signs that Iwhisper in our dreams
of sailors and of river queens,
of paupers and of men with means,
it all depends on how it reads.
Some are born to never need them,
others still who never read them.
yuo
1 *
Sail along in search of a star
they you can hold, / & :/
though we journey far
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Semiotics & Crcss-Culfsjral Communication
SJ^Jii^SC^







What is semiotics ?
What Is a sign?



























Department of Graphic Design
RIT, College of Imaging Arts and Science
Graduate Theory and Methods Seminar
Professors Zakia, Keough, Remington \\ / 10 I ^3.
1. Deconstructing a Visual Message (Analysis)
Interpretant Matrix
Representation
a) Iconic (looks like what it represents)
b) Indexic (points to what it represents)
c) Symbolic (agreed to what it represents)
Signifiers and what they signify (Ferdinand de Saussure)
Syntax (visual grammar, layout)
Semantics (meaning)
Pragmatics (context, relations between visual/verbal elements)
2. Constructing a Visual Message (Synthesis)
Generative Matrix
What is to be represented (objective, purpose, goal)
Pragmatic implications
Syntagmatic and paradigmatic sign relations
Denotation and connotation
Evaluation
Vague and nebulous is the begtinning of
all things,
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orJin.irily hidden from conscious awareness. Tor th is reason,
given Ihc deeply interrelated nature of culture, pro\c:mics
frequently leads to new insights about specific cultures, as
well as to insights into the generalized concept of culture
itself. My thinking concerning proxemics is based on the
assumption that all culture is ultimately an extension of basic
biological processes. While man's extensions, as they evolve,
may mask the underlying relationships which maintain the
equilibrium of biological systems, the relationships and
systems are no less real by virtue of being hidden.
PROXEMICS DEFINED
Proxemics is the study of man's transactions as he
perceives and uses intimate, personal, social, and public
space1
in various settings while following out-of-awareness
dictates of cultural paradigms. Research over, the past several
years has demonstrated that differentethnic groups and
(ft) subcultures have differentfpfoxemic code;) That is, they use
^^
their sensory receptors to structure the various proxemic
V
yjrtnally yvprything that man is and does is associated
with space. Man's sense of space is a^svnthesis \>f many
( sensory inputsj.'visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory, and
thermal. Not only does each of these constitute a complex
.system(as for example, the dozen or more different ways of
experiencing depth visually), hut garh k molded and
6?
patterned byf culture^) Hence people reared in different .
cultures !ive in different sensory worlds. What is more, they
are generally unaware of the degree to which the worlds may
differ.
From the study of culture wp '" that fhft patterning) of .
perceptual worlds is a function not only of the specific .
culture but of the relationship, activity, and emotions .
present in a given situation. Therefore, when two people of
different cultures interact, each uses different criteria tg_
interpret the other's behavior, and each may easily
misinterpret the relationship, the_actjyity1_or Jhf emotions ,
involved.
The study of culture in the proxemic sense is the study of .
use of their pfrceptU?1 app-intin in different ,




zones differently during interpersonal encounters.
When representatives of different cultures unconsciously
act according to their own cultural proxemic patterning, not
only misunderstanding but_alienation, can and do occur.
Recognition that such wide differences exist among the
proxemic patterns of various ethnic groups ic a firtt step
toward eliminating this kind of alienation (Hall 1966).
Examining proxemic behavior and pinpointing
interferences in the communications processes has, until
now, been a slow, somewhat uncertain procedure requiring .
highly developed observational skills. The potential rewards
"of such work are worth the time and effort involved.
Furthermore, they have prompted the development of _
systematic observational and recording techniques for
training investigators, thus accelerating the accumulation of a
body of descriptive and quantifiable data supporting
culturally-based proxemic differences. This handbook has
four purposes:
(1) To describe the techniques found to be reliable,
consistent, and reproducible after over 12 years of
developmental research. This research was supported by
grants from the National Institute of Mental Health and the
Council for Intersocietal Studies of Northwestern University.
(2) To report on the history of this
work.1
(3) To describe a procedure that has been worked out in
anticipation of a time when there will be computer programs
as well as the necessary financial backing to record and
analyze the 1 00 or more variables (see Part Two) that have a
bearing on 6r influence the results in proxemics research.
(4) To discuss briefly some recent frame for observation
and analysis that ultimately may be of value in handling therelationships, settings, single research
technique is sufficient in scope to investigate this complex ^overwhelming complexity ofman'ssocial and cultural life.
multi-dimensional subject The research technique is,




characteristically produces a simultaneous
therefore, a function of the particular facet under
examination at the time and may call for the involvement of
many disciplines. . ____^_
Proxemics, as I think oHt, is more concfrf with hnw.
oTeaUerneo. oehavior on severaTdifferentJevels of
than why, and rrnr* with fnm\ than rnntent The work is awareness.,! t is therefore important to specify which levels of
admittedly detailed and is apt at times to be dull and
j'-n awareness one is dealing with. Proxemic patterns, once
repetitious. To complicate matters, proxemics addresses itselfy^y learned, are
maintained largely outside .conscious awareness^
to basic human situations in an area of culture that is _ and thus have to be investigated without j>jobing_the







In the summer of 19H6 the first International
Conference)-
on Marketing and Semiotics was
held at Northwestern University. It was sponsored
jointly by /. L. Kellogg Graduate School of
Management at Northwestern and the Research
Center for Language and Semiotic Studies at
Indiana University.
The three-day conference underscored the
fact that although the vocabulary for the two
disciplines might bo different, there, much
commonality botweeji^ejnjotics-andJVIarketjng1
Semiotics
Semioticsjs a discipline that provides a
.structure for studying and analyzing howsigns
function within a particular environment. A sign
can be thought of as anything that conveys
meaning. Thus words, pictures, music, smell,
taste, sound, pain, sculpture, architecture, film,
video, dance, mime, gesture, and so on are signs
once they are interpreted as
such.1"
They can
function alone or in concert. Semiotics is not a
new discipline; it can be traced back to ancient
Richard D. Zakia is professor of photography and Chairman of the Fine Art Photography Department and Graduate
Program at the Rochester Institute of Technology. Dr. Zakia has a B.S. in Photographic Sciences from RIT and an Ed.D.
from tht! University of Rochester. He has authorud and co-authored several books on photography and perception and is
completing a book with Dr. Nadin entitled Visual Aducation.
Mlhal Nudin is Km Imm I Scholar: Professor of Art and Design Technology at Ohio State University. Dr. Nadin holds
an M.S. in Electronics and Computer Science, an M.A. in Philosophy (both with honors), and a Ph.D. in Aesthetics,
all from the University of Bucharest. The University of Munich (West Germany) awarded him a prestigious post
doctoral degree based on a dissertation in semiotics, aesthetics, and communication. Prior to his appointment at OSU,
ho was a Professor at the Rhode Island School of Design and founder and Director of the Institute for Visual Communica
tion and Semiotics. Dr. Nadin also held the William A. Kern Institute Professor in Communications Chair at the Rochester
Institute of Technology and an adjunct professorship at the Center for Research in Semiotics at Brown University. He is
widely published and has lectured before many university and professional audiences In the United States and Europe
on communication, semiotics, technology, and artificial Intelligence.
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Greek writers, especially Aristotle and later St.
Augustine, who distinguished between signs and
the things signs represent. Today in the field of
marketing one could ask what signs are used to
represent which product or service, to which
audience they are directed, and with what
purpose in mind. Semiotics provides a logic for
seeking answers to such questions and for
designing a system of appropriate signs.
As the means people use to communicate
diversity, the need for a better understanding of
how signs are used by humans becomes critical.
Advertising is a sign process which develops
from the semiosis of marketing.
For a long time, knowing about language meant-
knowing about communication. Linguists provided^
^us^ifh~ev^rything we needed in ^rdefloTuse^
janguagiTlo ffemaxlmum^ potential. Once the
visual componenTITecame important, however,




smell, sounds, and~sTTon became part of our
repertory, the need for a generalized science to
teach us what to use, and when and how, became
urgent. Semiotics is this science. Its object is to
understand all the different sign systems people
use, advertising being a prime example. It deals
with the conditions under which different signs
can be interpreted according to a preestablished
intention, or with the circumstances under which
people assign meanings to signs different from
those intended. The_jmain_concepts semiotics
UsesJo-iulfiUJhi^
jj]eamngKcont&xi^.arid_jxnie.
As the means people use to communi
cate diversity, the need for a better
understanding of how signs are used
by humans becomes critical.
If advertisement is the "Town
Crier"
for
marketing, it follows that good marketing should
always be established on a sound semiotic basis.
Marketing is relevant to advertisement not merely
through the way a certain product is presented,
but rather through the manner in which the
general marketing concept is embodied in various
signs through which producers communicate
with users. There are some instances when the
town crier should be loud, others when the
town crier should use a combination of expres
sive means, and others when silence a very
controlled silence can_ make a well-defined
marketing strategy- reach its goal.._SejniP_tiL-
awareness .allowsmarketing professionals and
adyertisersio_discoverwhat is required foreach
cjrjciunsianjce^
Advertising
Advertising is the most sophisticated "Town
Crier"
man has yet devised. It shouts its message
from magazines, newspapers, billboards, radio,
and television. It shouts wherever people con
gregate. Its market is no longer local or national
but worldwide. It also speaks in many tongues.)
The purpose of advertising is to inform and to
persuade, to prompt purchases of goods and
services, to socialize consumers into a culture
of consumption. Advertising is Jhe modern
substitute for myth and ritual and, directly or
indirectly, it uses semiotics (the science of signs)
to invest products with meaning for a culture
whose dominant focus is consumption." In addition
to promoting products, advertising serves as an
important and interesting historical document,
as Marshall McLuhan noted some years back]
when he made this prophetic statement in his;
book Understanding Media: !
Y:The histnrians_and archaeologi'sis-willj?ne day
discpvr_lhsJLiliej9_ds_g the richest
and-most faithful daily^ reflections that any society
ever made
_qf
its entire range of
activities.3
Applied Semiotics
Semiotics is a useful tool for discovering the
sophistication and richness of ads. By decon
structing an advertisement, we learn how it
was constructed and discover its underlying
message. And by discovering its message, we
also discover the way in whichwords and pictures
work together to reinforce the message, how
the alphapictorial (word and picture) components
utilize gesture, art, myth, and symbol to give
emotional
impact."
To show how semiotics can be used to analyze
an advertisement and how it might be used to
aducate (educate through advertisement) the
general public to the subtlety and strength of
advertisements, we have chosen what, at first
glance, appears to be a simple and unsophisti
cated ad. The ad is for Fidji perfume and has
appeared in women's fashion magazines for sev
eral years (Plate 1). Some general observations
can be made.
ii il. juuiuuu <^>i ^UIVJUIWLK lVLHKMililY<ci
1. Only part of the model's face is shown.





complete theja^iejnjijsL or hepjmagB
and participate in lhe_fanjasy..
2. The model is face-to-face with the viewer,
but there is is no eye contact or is there?
3. Color is symbolic ambers and yellows
are considered warm, tropical, sensuous
colors.
4. Note the unique way in which the model
holds the elevated bottle of perfume and
the finger-weave she uses to support the
bottle.
5. The presence of the snake (serpent is a
more romantic term) is obvious. Not ob
vious are the other things we can attribute
to this symbol of the Garden of Eden.
They will be revealed later.
6. Note the yellow flower in the upper left
corner of the ad. One would have to look
far and wide to find such an exotic flower.
Could it be out of the Garden of Eden?
7. What might be hidden in the dark abyss
to the right of the model's face if any
thing? We will never know.
Ads as Mediators
Semioticsjias. tieen^deiined variously as the
"knowledge science of signs;"7 the "general theory
of
representation;"4 the "theory ancTpractice of
me3iation-TTrand~a "general theory of signs in all
their forms and manifestations among man and
animals, normal and pathological, linguistic or
non-linguistic, social or
individual."2 Since we
are concerned here with advertisement, we ask,
"How does an ad mediate between the consumer
and the product, Fidji
p rfu e?"
A paradigm
showing how signs function is helpful as a visual
reference (Figure 1). At the left leg of the triangle
is the Object to be represented (Fidji perfume).
At the apex is the Representamen (advertisement),
and on the right the Interpretant (consumer).
The function of the ad is to mediate between
the product to be sold (Fidji perfume) and the
consumer. This approach allows us to evaluate
three distinct relationships that constitute the
sign: Object/Representamen (How well does the
ad represent the product?);
Representamen/In-
terpretant (How well does the ad communicate?);
and Interpretant/Object (Was the communication
significant? i.e., did the product sell?). Here we
concern ourselves with only one component of
the sign-representation, the first of the three
mentioned above.
Figure 1




We will analyze the Fidji ad to discover how
the advertising talent which designed the ad
represented Fidji perfume. To do this, we will
use another paradigm an Interpretant Matrix6
(Figure 2). The alphapictorial components of
the Fidji ad will be identified in terms of three
characteristics: iconic, indexic, and symbolic.
These three terms can be distinguished by using
a car as an example. Iconic refers to likeness (a
car looks like a car); indexic refers to imprints
left by the car (tire tracks); and symbolic is the
abstract convention used to represent the car
(the logo).
Advertising is the modern substitute
for myth and ritual.
The three identifiers iconic, indexic, and
symbolic are placed in the vertical column of
the interpretant matrix. In the horizontal rows
are the descriptors that probe the intended
meaning (or what we think is the intended
meaning) of the various elements that make up
the ad.
After carefully and critically studying the Fidji
ad, we begin to assign several possible meanings
such as exotic, sensual, sophisticated, androgy
nous. (The list could continue, but these four
meanings are adequate for illustration.) We now
search the ad and isolate the alphapictorial
elements that we feel support the meanings we
have assigned. In a way, we are testing our
hypothesis that the ad is exotic, sensual, sophis
ticated, and androgynous.
c^miv-'ji^a, ADVtKHblNb. AND MARKETING
Exotic Fidji
Exotic refers to something strikingly or ex
citingly different, something foreign. How is the
exotic shown in the Fidji ad? We identify as
iconic a rather unfamiliar, perhaps foreign, flower
to the left of the woman's face. We notice the







Suggested fragrance (snake smells it)
Symbolic Text in French (Fidji: le parfum des
paradis retrouves)
Native woman
Serpent (Garden of Eden)
"Phallic"
neck and flower
to a familiar yet foreign country and the fantasies
it evokes. The fragrance of Fidji is also indexic
and can be inferred by the head of the snake
that appears to be attracted by the smell. As for
the symbolic aspect, the text in the upper right
is in French; the model's color and face (partial
view) suggest she is Fidjian; and the snake
(serpent), of course, relates to the Garden of
Eden. We also note the strange flower to the
left. These observations can now be abbreviated
and put into the matrix.
Sensual Fidji
Next we search out the alphapictorial com
ponents that suggest the ad (perfume) is sensual.
Iconically, there are the partially opened and
inviting lips, the long flowing neck line, and the
long, loose hair. Indexically, a long feminine
finger points to Fidji. Symbolically, there are
the unusual interlacing or interlocking of the
fingers, which is obviously staged, the warm
red, amber, and yellow of the ad, and, of course,
Table 2
Sensual
Iconic Partially opened lips
Long flowing neck line
Long loose hair
Indexic Feminine finger pointing
Symbolic Interlocking fingers
Warm red, amber, yellow colors
Curving, coiled serpent
the curving and coiled serpent. Again, we put
these into our matrix.
The interlocking fingers are similar to those
in the famous classical painting Primavera
(Allegory of Spring) completed in 1478 by Sandro
Botticelli. The original of this popular painting
which is almost the size of a billboard, is in the
Uffizi Gallery in Florence. To its left are the
Three Graces in lacy transparent gowns posi
tioned in a rhythmic stance with arms upraised
and fingers intertwined. The meaning of this
finger gesture is elusive and has been the subject













painting of Primavera and its countless repro
ductions have been seen worldwide by millions
of people over the years. The use of art in
advertising, directly or indirectly, completely or
partially, greatly enchances the stature of any
advertisement and, by association, the product
advertised. John Berger has written:
Any work of art
"quoted"
by publicity serves
two purposes. Art is a sign of affluence; it
belongs to the good life; it is part of the
furnishings which the world gives to the rich
and the beautiful.'
Sophisticated Fidji
The third meaning assigned to the Fidji ad is
sophistication. Iconically, the model's face is
elevated and we feel that she may be looking
down at us as she holds a rather fancy bottle
which is laced and sealed to protect its contents.
Jndexically, there are the Paris address on the
bottle and the French spelling of the distant Fiji




Fancy bottle laced and sealed
Indexic Paris address
Fidji (The Fiji Islands)
Placement of ad in Vogue
Symbolic Rich warm colors In the ad
Serpent as danger and risk
(take a chance)
Finger language
such as Vogue is also an important factor.
Symbolically, the golden glow of the bottle and
the overall warm colors in the ad suggest richness
and warmth. The serpent appears poised as a
pet or as a signal for danger and risk. And, of
course, we have the rather sophisticated, staged
finger language which broadcasts the promise
of Fidji.
We now test the hypothesis that the ad has
both female and male pictorial components that
suggest it is androgynous. Iconically, the model's
smooth face, extended neck, and slender fingers
are very feminine. The flat chest and rather
broad shoulders that extend beyond the ad are
very masculine. Indexically, the ad is seen as a
unity even though it is split down the middle
the left side with very light colors while the
right side is dark and heavy. Symbolically, the
yellow flower in the upper left has both male
and female attributes. And the interwoven fingers
which form an altar on which the perfume rests
suggest both male and female genitalia.
Table 4
Androgynous
Iconic Female: face, neck, fingers
Male: flat chest, broad shoulders
Indexic Ad is half light colored (female)
and half dark (male)
Symbolic Yellow flower and fingers:
male/female forms
(To test further the hypothesis that the ad is
androgynous, we informally had a number of
people smell the fragrance of Fidji and tell us if
it has a feminine or masculine fragrance. Most
pondered the question after testing the fragrance
and then, a bit puzzled, said it was somewhere
in between.)
Through the use of a logical, analytical para
digm such as the interpretant matrix, we now
have supporting alphapictorial evidence of how
the ad was constructed to represent the Fidji
perfume as exotic, sensual, sophisticated, and
androgynous. By deconstructing this ad, we have
"constructed"
its meaning, the meaning to be
communicated to the interpreters (the audience).
We are but two interpreters, and what we have
presented is what we perceive to be the message
of the Fidji ad.
Managerial Implications
Management is exercised today through various
forms of communication which convey goals,
methods for achieving these goals, and the global
strategy pursued. Managers must translate
management requirements into the language of
those who will implement them. Natural language,
while still the dominant communication means,
can be supplemented by visual representations
(diagrams, charts, pictures) and by all kinds of
explanatory methods (videotapes, interactive
10
graphics, slides, demonstrations). Aware of it or
not, managers use semiotics in the process of
defining their goals, of conveying them, and of
evaluating the success of the strategy used. An
important component of management is the need
to project a homogenous image in which product,
service, advertisement, and public relations are
approached not independently but in their
interrelation. Especially when we deal with
conglomerates, the problem of maintaining a
homogenous identity requires the participation
of professionals who can advise on particular
methods management can use to ensure uni
formity,
appropriate- ness of methods, and
consistency in representing the company.
The function of the ad is to mediate
between the product to be sold and
the consumer.
The need to deal with complexity in a very
competitive marketplace is reflected in the need
to devise a corporate language accepted by
managers and implemented in their activity.
Several major companies in the United States
and abroad have recognized their need for a
long-term semiotic strategy. Consequently, they
have gone beyond the "logo and
stationery"
approach, usually satisfied by a design studio,
and have adapted what can be called a corporate
language especially devised for their particular
needs. This language includes graphics,
problem-
solving strategies, corporate communication,
public relations and management style, which
all together, comprise a semiotic strategy. The
main managerial implications of such a decision
are reflected in the need to make it a component
of the entire management activity.
The relationship between marketing
manage
ment, communications, and the consumer popu
lation is illustrated in Figure 3. It shows the
unity between marketing (part of the global
corporate activity as defined by management
and implemented by marketing professionals)
and the representation of marketing goals in
advertising, corporate communication, and public
relations. The sign of marketing is constituted
at a higher level than the signs used in advertising.
The sign of marketing can help in defining
short-
and long-term marketing strategy.
Figure 3
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Cross-Cultural and Cross-
National Advertising Practices in
Unlike Environments
Cross-cultural and cross-national marketing is a fertile area for research and
analysis. Various analytical approaches to the solution of marketing problems
that are simply taken for granted in the domestic market may involve major
operational changes and adaptations in international markets. As a result, cross-
cultural/cross-national consumer behavior research has attracted an increasing
interest among marketing researchers, with regard to the development of man
agerial strategies of multinational companies as well as to the establishment of
the universality of theoretical constructs and findings (Van Raaij, 1978).
The difficulty of communication to people diverse cultures and nations is,
.oneof
the_greatest creativechallenges in marketing/advertising today. Cultural
and national differences frequently occur together, but they can also occur in
dependently of each other. Cultural differences can be found within nations
themselves and may result from a diversity of languages or cultural values.
Populations in different nations may ormay not have different cultures. However,
even culturally identical cross-national groups would be at least subject
to dif
ferent laws and varying stages of socioeconomic and technological development
and thus experience national differences.
Cultural groups present a challenge to marketing decision makers owing to
the role culture plays in providing behavioral norms and values and in socializing
the consumer. Culmral^j^e^jndjiorms are a key onJhe. needs
,*
motives and underlyingjlriyes in consumer behavior. Hence, there js a need to
understondhowTculture functions in each society. The marketer must learn how
consumer rjeha^nn~differeht^ocietieslslnotivated and what special demands
it places on the development of marketing programs in different
cultural envi
ronments. Different cultures have different norms and values, and the mode of
communication (advertising) must be adapted to such conditions. Moreover, the
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figure 4.1
A Conceptual^ramework for Cross-Cultural Research
Comparative Marketing Research
(What to Compare and How to Compare it)
I
Cross-National Research
(Used as a Point of Comparison)
I
Study one or more Environmental Factor (s) Impinging













ton-Lancaster, United Kingdom, provides valuable information on how culture
permeates the institutions of a society and consumer buying behavior.
A study conducted by R. T. Green and E. Langeard (197S) sought to present
a comparative profile of samples of consumers in France and the United States
along several dimensions of consumption behavior, and to compare profiles of
consumers identified as innovators. This study focused on the consumption of
grocery products and retain services. Respondents provided information on
sources of information Used, willingness to try new products and services, media
habits, organizational membership, and selected demographic characteristics. It
was concluded that most of the differences observed could be attributed to social
and environmental differences between the two countries.
A study by J. Munson and S. Mclntyre (1977) investigated the ability of the
Rokeach Value Survey to distinguish cultural differences in personal value struc
tures within three different cultures. In addition to providing measurements of
self-values, the subjects evaluated the average American stereotypes held within
each culture. An analysis of the data disclosed significant differences in the self-
valuesheld by peopie from the three cultures. It also revealed that the stereotype
held of an average American's personal yaluesjdjffered significantly across the
three cultures.
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Figure 4.2






























Source: Jagdish N. Sheth, "Should Multi-Country Advertising Research Be Universal or
Unique?,"
in It Won't Work Here, AMA/ESOMAR Conference (New York: March 11-
1979), p. 5. Published by the American Marketing Association.
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CROSS-CULTURAL ADVERTISING RESEARCH
Cross-cultural advertising research requires study of the major elements of the
research methodology and necessary adjustments to suit everything to the local
^marketing
environment. This kind of approach will create effective advertising
.
strategies in overseas markets. To this end, four major elements of the research
methodology must be examined, namely: sampling plan, data collection pro
cedures, response instrument, and inference. Cross-national factors might require
making certain adjustments of these four elements from country to country.
Figure 4.2 shows the most important environmental factors affecting
cross-
cultural or multicountry advertising research which, in turn, have an impact on
cross-national advertising programs and strategies (Sheth, 1979). All disciplines
should take a more coordinated approach to multicountry advertising research
before study findings can be available in a format that can be applied to marketing
by the general advertising practitioner. B. Mallen (1973) has pointed out that
many of the studies undertaken in this area of investigation do not qualify as
cross-cultural marketing (advertising) research. Most of the research in the area
is too narrow in scope, lacks a theoretical framework, makes use of invalid
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Figure 4.4
























Source: Jagdish N. Sheth, "Should Multi-Country Advertising Research Be Universal or
Unique?,"
in It Won't Work Here, AMA/ESOMAR Conference (New York: March 11-14,
1979), p. 7. Published by the American Marketing Association.
on which type of advertising research can be used universally and which type
will necessitate some modifications in a cross-cultural or cross-national setting
(see Figure 4.4). Four types of cross-national advertising strategies can be used:
behavioral measures of advertising media, attitudinal measures of advertising
media, behavioral measures of advertising content,
and attitudinal measures of
advertising content (Sheth, 1979, pp.
8-9).
In recent years, international marketers attempting to
compare two or more
cultures/nations have had to deal with the fact that marketing functions in
one
are completely absent or unnecessary
in the other. Traditionally, cross-cultural
analyses have centered on the identification and analysis of
common factors and
differences in marketing systems, cultures,
and other cultural-enduring attributes
among various cultural
settings (Wind, 1967; Douglas and Dubois, 1977).
How
ever, comparisons of
cross-cultural/national consumer studies usually leave much
to be desired. The secondary data available usually
are not directly comparable,
and in certain cases, they do not even use
the same data base. In addition, cultural
differences are often confused with other factors
since cultural standards and
norms in the two countries being compared, in most cases,
are different enough
to make the cross-cultural studies of little value (Goldman,
1967). Thus, the
reported differences may be due to
cultural background or other factors such as
the political system. Despite the difficulties
involved in cross-cultural/national
research, there seems to be an
increased demand from marketing scholars
and
businesspeople as well as public policy makers
who want to know the results
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of such comparisons, as imperfect as they may be for orderly decision-making
purposes (Sethi, 1971; Boddewyn, 1981).
ADVERTISING AMD CULTURAL IDENTITY
Communicating to people in diverse cultures represents one of the great cre
ative challenges in advertising. In moving from one culture to another, com
munication is more difficult because cultural factors largely determine the ways
various phenomena will be perceived. If the perceptual framework is different,
perception of the message itselfwill differ. Apparently, in firms where managers
feel cultural differences are important, these attitudes have been reflected in
advertising policies and practices (Keegan, 1969). For instance, in Canada along
with a growth of nationalistic feelings, there is evidence of an increase in product
promotional appeals using local themes (Mallen and Litvak, 1968, p. 26).
Jn bo^mternational and domestic marketing and advertising, the advertiser
must learn about the audience, define the market segments as precisely as pos
sible, and study backgrounds and motivational influences in detail before be
ginning an advertising campaign. Most international advertising blunders occur
when the foreign culture and its social norms are misunderstood. This can take
many forms, ranging from blatant rejection of existing customs and tastes to
innocent insensitivity to the environment (Ricks, Arpan, and Fu, 1974, p. 49).
That is why advertisements that fail to reflect the local life-style are often un
successful. Advertising in foreign markets presents problems different from those
found in North America. Specifically, these problems revolve around (1) the
degree of standardization of advertising that is possible in the various markets,
(2) the difference in media availability, (3) government restraints on certain
advertising practices, and (4) different socioeconomic and cultural chracteristics
of consumers. Environmental factors utilized in formulating cross-cultural ad
vertising strategies are listed in Table 4.2.
In recent years, international marketers have become accustomed to the prob
lems of adapting from one culture to another. Knowledge of
cultural diversity
must cover the total promotional project. Erik Elinder (1965) argued that, at
least in Europe, advertising campaigns tailored to a single market should be
abandoned in favor of more commonality of theme, slogan, copy, and layout.
Within the Common Market, national traits and traditional characteristics are
merging; "millions of Europeans are living under largely similar conditions
although they read and speak different
languages"
(Elinder, 1965). There is
disagreement, however, about the effectiveness of such striving for homogeneity
in international advertising. Even the Common Market countries have
diverse
local customs, regulations, cultures, and especially
media structures. Language
sometimes presents difficulty. For instance, it is not enough for advertising
strategists to be concerned about differences among nations when
subcultures
within a country require
attention as well (Dunn and Yorke, 1974, p. 57). Today
in Turkey, a number of different contrasting eating
patterns exist. The youth
Missing Page
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tiveness ofCanadian themes (Robertson, 1975). For this reason, cultural diversity
requires that the advertising strategist be constantly alert to cultural variation




nQtalways, enoughJbecause every language contains
nuances[and idiomatic differences. This_may_even pose a problem where the
same language is used in different countries. For example^
ttoTwordlor7 'cookie"
is biscuit in England. Therefore, at the present time any generalization about
the possible standardization of advertising strategy is probably too simplistic.
However, in the future national differences may decrease and life-styles may be
standardized, thereby creating a favorable environment for uniform advertising
strategies across national boundaries.
COMMUNICATING WITH FOREIGN CUSTOMERS
Most advertising and marketing executives have been remiss in analyzing a
foreign country's culture when they are planning an advertising campaign. For
instance, labor-saving appeals proved fruitless for an appliance marketer in South
Africa, where the majority of household jobs can be performed by relatively
cheap labor. Promising a German housewife that she does not have to scrub the
floor if she uses a one-step wax application may prove dangerous, because such
ease may give her guilt feelings. In many countries, large numbers of consumers
object to any artificial substance (synthetic foods, detergents, and so forth).
Advertisers need to be especially careful about the style they use to communicate
to a foreign culture. Among the danger areas are hard-sell advertising, religious
taboos, and sexual approaches (Dichter, 1970).
Advertising must be culturally based. That is why foreign advertising ap
proaches are sometimes different from those of trfe United States. In the United





advertising agencies as well as companies give more weight to the
"concept."
If the concept is right and the execution is wrong, the problem can be correct.
Serious problems arise when the concept is wrong (Fields, 1980, p. 18).
""|~
In Japan, without actually defining
"concept,"
the advertising agencies have
had considerable success in testing advertising concepts. The scientific approach
works in the United States because the process is logically derived within the
Western system and therefore understood. The Japanese system places more
importance on style, however. One can argue that a combination of
Western
logicality and Japanese sense of style can be a powerful
combination in creating
effective advertising in Japan (Fields, 1980, p.
19).
Japanese television commercials are generally very emotional. They use more
entertainment and music then Western commercials, and often feature
well-
known singers or movie stars. Commercials in Japan do not emphasize the brand
name; the product is shown in the ending
shot only. The Japanese do not talk
about the price of the product. Japanese producers feel that after the
audience
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has become interested, it will want to purchase the product and will discover
the price at that time (Fields, 1980).
Advertising in Lebanon is subdued. Generally, the actors used in commercials
are dressed conservatively, and the message is delivered clearly, with the em
phasis on visual explanation. A woman with blond hair will add interest to a
commercial. A rarity like blond hair will attract Arab men's attention and hope
fully will sustain their attention throughout the commercial. A_mes_sage_based
pn the
"me"
concept is advantageous, since, material goods and.wealth are so
important to Arab men. Issues thaLviolate the basic concepts of their religion
should be avoided at all costs. Religion is very important in the lives of Arab
people. Therefore, any advertisement that contradicts their beliefs and values
will annoy and upset, rather than arouse and please, the viewer.
ADVERTISING STRATEGIES USED IN DIVERSE CULTURES
The obstacles to effective advertising are similar in domestic and international
markets, but they became magnified in world markets with their heterogeneous
buyers. Thus, the task of identifying and assessing the aggregate characteristics
and behavior of markets and of buyers is more complex for world markets than
for a single domestic market. For this reason creativity and versatility are key
concepts in developing a creative strategy for an international advertising cam
paign. Generally, advertising functions as a communication medium. As such,
it must provide the flexibility required to communicate effectively in situations
that can change from country to country, from time to time, from product to
product, and from culture to culture.
The creative strategy must also be firmly grounded in market analysis which
will provide clues to the market's homogeneity or degree of segmentation.
Among decisions of strategy is that of whether to use a single international
campaign or a series of individual campaigns tailored to meet market variations.
Questions of frequency of advertising, volume of advertising, and media usage
are also based on analysis of market information. Hence, one should create
advertising copy with a view toward adapting it to all different sizes and shapes.
A truly general-purpose showcard can be blown up photographically to one size
for Canada or reduced to a much smaller size to suit the tiny shops of Turkey
and the United Kingdom. If a newspaper advertisement is used, with column
widths varying considerably around the world, enough space should be left on
either side to allow for cropping without cutting off the copy or product.
A creative campaign for identical products in two or more countries will often
be changed when product usage between countries differs. For example, English
Canadian commercials gear their sales pitch to housewives with children, for
English-speaking families on both sides of the border tend to serve soups mostly
to children. In contrast, French Canadian television commercials recognize the
French use of soup as an adult dinner item and thus
concentrate on that usage.
